A NOTE ON THE SPAN OF TRANSLATIONS IN L>
C. S. HERZ1

Suppose fELlH\Lp./is
said to have the Wiener closure property,2
(C), if the translates of/span
Lp. Since fEL1, the Fourier transform
f is well defined. Let Z(f) be the set of zeros of/. One would like to
reformulate
(C) in terms of structural
properties of the closed set
Z(f). The problem seems quite difficult; in this note we show that (C)
is nearly equivalent to a uniqueness property of Z(f).3
It is assumed that the notion of the spectrum4 of a bounded continuous function is familiar.
Definition.
A closed set is of type Uq if the only bounded continuous
function in Lq with spectrum contained in the set is the null function}
We shall say that/
has property (U) if Z(f) is of type Uq where
l/p + l/q = l. Pollard, [4], has observed, what is true for any locally
compact Abelian group, that

Theorem

1. For l^p<

oo, (U) implies (C).

In the converse direction

Theorem
Of course,

2. For 2^p<

one has trivially,

oo, (Q implies (U).

this also holds

for p=l.

What

is left open

is the case

1 <p<2.
Here we have two classes of results corresponding to weakening the conclusion and strengthening
the hypothesis respectively.
Definition.
A closed set is of type Uq* if there is no nontrivial complex measure of bounded variation with spectrum (support) in the set
whose Fourier-Stieltjes
transform belongs to Lq.
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The reference

is to Part III, §2.
3 This is the viewpoint of [4].
4 For an elaborate treatment of spectral theory see [3]; however [S] will be more
accessible to the classical analyst. For assertions about the spectrum not proved in
the text see these references.
• The definition here is equivalent to that in [4]; the proof of equivalence is essentially the same as the proofs given there. Simple modifications of the method show
that sets of uniqueness can be defined using any of a large variety of summability
methods, including, when q < °°, ordinary convergence of trigonometric integrals.
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property (27*) if Z(f) is of type Uq*where

2*. For l£p<«>,

(C) implies (27*).

The only result which requires any imagination
is the next. It
should be noted that the proof makes only trivial use of the "natural"
assumption,/£i>,
but it depends strongly on the fact that/£L1.

Theorem 3. If for some e>0,/£Lipe,
We remark

that

the extra

hypothesis

then (C) implies (27).
is certainly

fulfilled6 if

/|/(*)I H'ax< °°.
To prove the above theorems, first observe that (C) is equivalent
to the statement:
if <pELq and the convolution f*<p = 0, then 0 = 0.
Let gEL1 be such that g vanishes outside a compact set. If f*<p = 0

then /* (g *cb)= 0 while on the other hand, <j>
= 0 if and only if g *<p= 0
for each such g. Thus we may replace 0 if necessary by g * <j>and consider only bounded continuous functions <pELq with compact spectrum A(<p). The defining property of the spectrum is that/*ci
=0
implies A.(<j>)EZ(f); this proves Theorem 1. The propositions in the
converse direction are argued by contradiction.
We assume there
exists some non-null <pELq with A(<b)EZ(f) and wish to prove that
f*<p = 0, or something just as good. This is essentially a spectral synthesis problem, and as such it appears to require extra conditions. For
example if <pis known to be a Fourier-Stieltjes
transform, A(<p)QZ(f)
implies /*r/> = 0; this establishes Theorem 2*. The observation
that
it suffices to consider cj's with compact spectrum shows that for
1 ^qS2,
type Uq is identical with type 27s*since every <pELq with
compact

spectrum

is a Fourier

transform.

Theorem

2 is therefore

an

immediate corollary of Theorem 2*.
All the foregoing is valid for locally compact Abelian groups. However, for simplicity, we present the details of the proof of Theorem 3
only for the real line. The extension to the general case is clearly
indicated in [3], (cf. the proof there of Lemma 4.4). Suppose Z(f)
is not of type U". Then there is a non-null <pELq with compact spectrum A.(<b)EZ(f). Let /(n) denote the convolution
of/ with itself n
times. If we can show that/(?l) *<b=0 for some n we are through, for
let n be the first integer for which this is true. If n = l, fine! Otherwise/(n_1) *<j>is a non-null function in Lq with spectrum A(/(n_1> *tb)

CM<p)CZ(j) and /*(/(*-» *0)=O. The Lipschitz condition is just
what we need to guarantee

Choose

an h>0

and

the existence of an n so that/(n)

set k(x) = (x/2)~2 sin2 x/2.

*<f>
= 0.

Define $h(t)

8 Theorem 3 is supposed to compare favorably with Theorem B of [4],
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= (27r)_1/exp (—itx)k(hx)(p(x)dx.
Then 4>Avanishes outside the set
AA consisting of those points at a distance
<h from A(cp). More-

over fw*<p(x) = ff(n)(x-y)Hy)dy
= limh~o f exp

(itx)f"(t)$h(t)dt.

= limk,0Jf(n)(x-y)k(hy)(p(y)dy
Hence

it

suffices

to prove

that

f\?n(t)$h(f)\dt = o(l) as h—*0.Now/vanishes
on A(0) and/GLip
e.
Hence if t is within h ofA(<p), i.e., tEAh,}(t) =0(hf). Since the integration

is extended

only over A*, f\fn(t)$n(t)\dt

= 0(hnt)f\$n(t)\dt.

The

last integral obviously is 0(h~s) for some 5 (a careful estimate will be
considered later) so choose n>8/e.
The question of the structure of sets of type Uq is quite open. Let
T be a closed set and | T\ its Lebesgue measure. Obviously | F| =0 is,
in case g|2a
sufficient, and in case q^2 a necessary condition that
T be of type U". Exact criteria are available for g = l (T has empty
interior), a = 2(| T\ =0), and q= <x>(T is empty). One would like to
interpolate. The next theorem is a step in that direction which gives
some content to Theorem 1. We consider r-tuple trigonometric
series
or integrals. A* has the same meaning as in the paragraph above, and

dim T is the Hausdorff dimension of T.
Theorem

4. Alternative

sufficient conditions that the closed set T be

of type Uq, q = 2 are
(i) | A*| =o(hr<-1~2lq))for each compact subset A of T,

(ii) dim T<2r/q,

with the proviso, if r>2, that q^2r/(r

—2).

We shall give the proof of (i) only for ordinary trigonometric integrals. It suffices to show that if <pELq is a bounded continuous function with compact spectrum K(4>)ET then <p= 0. This will be true
if, in the previous notation,
f\$h(t)\dt
= o(l) as A—»0. Using the

Schwarz inequality,
ploy the Parseval

{f\$n(f) | dt}2^ | A*| ■f\$>h(t)\2dt. Next we em-

relation

and the Holder inequality.

f | 9h(i)\2dt= f I k(hx)<t>(x)
\2dx
g, | f | k(hx)2qUq-»dx\"■i f | <t>(x)
\qdx\
= 0(h-i+2'q)0(l).
Combining the estimates, {f\$h(t)\dt}2=
\Ah\ ■0(h-1+2'")=o(l) since
| A*| =o(h1~2lq) by hypothesis, (ii) was proved by Beurling [l] for
r=l and extended by Deny [2, pp. 144-145].
The conditions
of Theorem
4 are clearly unnecessary
ordinary set of uniqueness is of type Uq for every q, 1 gq<
ever the estimates cannot be improved.
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In conclusion we mention one amusing problem for r-dimensional
Euclidean space. Suppose/£
7," and vanishes outside a compact set.
Then / is an entire function of exponential
type. For r=l,
the
translates
of / span Lp for all p, 1 <p< oo, since Z(f) is countable.
However consideration
of a few Bessel functions leads to the conclusion that for r>l the theorem is certainly false unless p^2r/(r
+ l).
Is this a sufficient condition? Posing the problem otherwise, for what
q is the set of real zeros of an entire function of exponential type in
r-variables necessarily of type 27'?
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